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On behalf of the Brennan Center for Justice, we thank the Committee for the opportunity to
testify in support of HB 981, the Online Electioneering Transparency and Accountability Act.
The Brennan Center is a nonpartisan think tank and advocacy organization that focuses on
democracy and justice. We work to ensure that our elections are conducted in a way that allows
all Americans to participate in a self-governing democracy. The Brennan Center has studied
campaign finance issues for 20 years, working to develop effective and constitutionally sound
policies and advocating for them in the courts, legislatures, and administrative bodies across the
nation.
Political advertising over the Internet has grown exponentially in recent years, yet campaign
finance rules have largely failed to keep pace. That failure created an opening for Russian
operatives to secretly inject propaganda and divisive messages into the 2016 campaign—
including messages targeting Maryland voters. HB 981 would help fortify Maryland elections
against such threats and improve their overall transparency. It would do so employing reasonable
and constitutionally sound means. We do recommend certain modifications to the proposed
legislation to enhance its effectiveness and administrability. With these changes, we urge the
House of Delegates to immediately take up and pass HB 981.
I. The Rise of Internet Advertising
The Internet has rapidly become a key focus of political advertising in American elections. In
2017, ad buys for digital platforms outstripped those for traditional broadcast ads for the first—
but certainly not the last—time.2 The $1.4 billion spent online in the 2016 election was almost
eight times higher than the amount spent in 2012.3 And that spending growth almost certainly
understates the importance of the Internet in political campaigns, given how cheap internet
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advertising is relative to other types of media.4 This is especially true in light of sophisticated ad
targeting tools that make it easier for political operatives across the spectrum to direct tailored
messages to select, highly-susceptible audiences at relatively little cost.5
II. Russia’s Use of Internet Ads in the 2016 Election
Russia attempted to influence the 2016 election by having “trolls” buy online ads and promote
content through fake accounts pretending to be Americans. They crafted different messages for
different audiences and used leading online platforms’ sophisticated audience targeting tools to
increase the chances that propaganda would reach the most receptive audiences.6
The Kremlin’s messages were mostly designed to “amplify[] divisive social and political
messages across the ideological spectrum.”7 Some also included attacks on or praise for specific
presidential candidates.8 Maryland was among the states targeted. For instance, Russian
operatives targeted socially polarizing Facebook ads to the Baltimore area, which was
experiencing mass protest movements and high tensions during the 2016 election period.9 In
total, there is evidence of at least 261 different ads having been targeted towards Maryland
residents.10
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So far, internal investigations by Facebook, Twitter, and Google have found Russian activity on
each of these popular platforms.11 Total expenditures were in the hundreds of thousands of
dollars.12 Although this may seem like a comparatively small amount of money, powerful
modern ad targeting tools and the possibility for messages to be shared organically by users can
vastly expand even a modest ad buy’s reach.13
Russia’s purchases of political ads in 2016 called particular attention to the problem of “dark
posts”—narrowly targeted online ads that the general public does not know about. Dark posts
allow political operatives to take different positions with different audiences and use
inflammatory or blatantly false rhetoric.14 And they can drive audiences to unpaid content posted
by the same fake accounts.15
In total, Facebook has estimated that 11.4 million people saw its Russia-linked ads; related
content that users could organically share reached 126 million Facebook users.16
Last Friday, a grand jury empaneled by Special Counsel Robert Mueller handed up its first
indictments of Russian nationals (thirteen individuals and three business entities with ties to the
Russian government) for their use of social media platforms to influence the 2016 election in
violation of U.S. law.17 However, it is important to emphasize that even with these indictments,
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we still do not know the full extent of Russia’s efforts to influence the American electorate using
online platforms.
What we do know is that what happened in 2016 is likely to recur. In fact, the country’s top
intelligence officials warned Congress this month that the Russian government sees the
upcoming midterm elections as an opportunity to sow fresh discord in American politics.18
In response to the Russian interference scandal, social media platforms like Facebook and
Twitter have promised changes to blunt the ability of foreign powers to fund online political ads
in American elections.19 However, voluntary efforts are not enough. Policies can be insufficient,
varied, or applied differently across users. They can also be abandoned once a scandal blows
over. In short, while internet companies are valuable partners in the effort to prevent foreign
meddling in U.S. elections, government—at both the state and federal levels—also has an
indispensable role to play
III. Other Examples of Foreign Spending in U.S. Elections
Russia’s use of internet ads is not the only example of foreign governments and nationals
seeking to influence the 2016 campaign through election spending. The FBI is also reportedly
investigating whether a Russian oligarch with close ties to President Vladimir Putin funneled
money to the National Rifle Association to spend on elections.20
Moreover, Russian nationals are hardly alone in seeking to influence U.S. campaigns. For
instance, a wealthy Chinese couple who have long sought to cultivate ties to American
politicians reportedly used a U.S. company to give $1.2 million to a super PAC backing Jeb
Bush’s presidential campaign.21 Chinese nationals seeking EB-5 visas for foreign investors also
have been accused of using a limited liability company to funnel money to a super PAC backing
Representative Patrick Murphy, the Democratic U.S. Senate nominee in Florida; the Federal
Election Commission (FEC) declined to investigate, over the strenuous objections of two
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commissioners from Murphy’s own party.22 And the American Chemistry Council, a major
spender in federal elections, announced this month that a state-owned Chinese firm, Wanhua
Chemical, will become a dues-paying member.23
Nor are such activities limited to federal elections. In 2012, for example, a Mexican property
developer managed to funnel more than $600,000 into San Diego’s mayoral race in an effort, as
described by prosecutors, to “buy a mayor.”24 In another example, a committee opposed to a
2012 Los Angeles ballot measure regulating the adult film industry was revealed to have been
partially funded by foreign nationals affiliated with a Luxembourg-based online pornography
company.25 The funds included contributions from a corporation based in Cyprus and corporate
donations directed by a German citizen.26 The episode generated a complaint to the FEC, but the
Commission deadlocked, with half the commissioners blocking enforcement based on their
conclusion that the federal prohibition on foreign national campaign spending does not apply to
state ballot measures.27
Several of these examples highlight another critical issue: the ability of foreign nationals to
funnel campaign contributions through domestic corporations.
The Supreme Court’s Citizens United decision and its progeny freed corporations to spend
money on elections by, for example, giving to super PACs.28 The Court’s subsequent ruling in
Bluman v. Federal Election Commission reaffirmed, however, that foreign nationals may still be
prohibited from spending on campaigns.29 As a result, although corporations organized abroad
are still banned from giving money, the same restrictions have not generally been applied to
domestic corporations with significant foreign ownership.30 Such entities are prohibited from
acting as “conduits” for illegal donations (as in several of the examples above), but conduit
schemes tend to be very difficult to prove and rarely prosecuted.
Moreover, too often current law does not prevent many other foreign-influenced corporations—
including firms with ties to foreign governments—from spending legally in U.S. elections.
Russia, for example, often operates through proxies, like its Internet Research Agency, which is
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organized as a business corporation (and was one of the three entities indicted last Friday for
election interference).31 In theory, there is nothing to stop such an entity from forming an
American subsidiary with the ability to spend money on U.S. campaigns. Even if that subsidiary
was independently managed, those running it on behalf of the parent would have a fiduciary
responsibility to purse the parent corporation’s best interests, including through the entity’s
political spending.32
As explained below, we do not believe that such a result is compelled by the Supreme Court’s
jurisprudence. As with foreign campaign spending over the Internet, government can and must
act to address this problem.
IV. Analysis of HB 981
HB 981 takes meaningful steps to address both the central role the Internet now plays in political
advertising—including the use of internet advertising by foreign governments or their proxies to
interfere with our elections—and the problem of foreign campaign spending funneled through
U.S. corporations. It does so by, among other things: 1) including online political advertisements
in the definition of “electioneering communications” subject to certain disclosure and disclaimer
rules; 2) requiring internet platforms to maintain a “public file” documenting the political ads
they have sold in the previous year; and 3) expanding prohibitions on campaign spending by
foreign nationals to include foreign-influenced corporations.
We strongly support these changes, which are consistent with the Supreme Court’s
jurisprudence. The only campaign spending the bill prohibits is that of entities owned or
controlled in significant part by foreign nationals. Court have long recognized that government
has a “compelling interest for purposes of the First Amendment in limiting the participation of
foreign citizens in activities of American self-government, and in thereby preventing foreign
influence over the U.S. political process.”33 Thus, “government may bar foreign citizens (at least
those who are not lawful permanent residents of the United States) from participating in the
campaign process that seeks to influence how voters will cast their ballots in the elections.”34
U.S. shareholders and other citizens and permanent residents affiliated with foreign-influenced
corporations remain free to spend money on Maryland elections; HB 981 simply prohibits them
from doing so in conjunction with foreign nationals who are ineligible to do so.
HB 981’s remaining provisions do not prohibit any campaign spending at all, but simply ensure
that it will be transparent. The Supreme Court—from Buckley v. Valeo35 to Citizens United36 and
31
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beyond—has consistently and repeatedly held that transparency requirements are constitutional.
Even when dismantling other regulations, the Court has reaffirmed that disclosure rules are
justified to “help citizens make informed choices in the political marketplace,”37 and prevent
“abuse of the campaign finance system.”38 The common-sense requirements that HB 981
establishes for paid internet communications, which are in line with rules for other types of
political spending, further these goals, and are likely to be upheld if challenged.
While we strongly support passage of HB 981, based on our review of the legislation’s current
text, we do recommend the following amendments to enhance its effectiveness.
1. Proposed Section 1-101(dd-2)
As noted, we strongly support HB 981’s core goal of extending common-sense campaign finance
rules to online political ads. To further strengthen the provisions working towards this objective,
we recommend three key changes to the definition of “Online Political Advertisement” in
proposed section 1-101(dd-2):
First, reduce the distribution threshold in proposed section 1-101(dd-2)(1)(II) from 5000 to
500. As noted above, Russian efforts to interfere in the 2016 election exploited sophisticated
targeting tools to direct tailored ads to small groups of people. It is likely that other actors will
take advantage of similar techniques. In the very least, platforms should be required to keep
records of these ad purchases in their public files, which will allow journalists to fact-check
claims and give the wider public the power to hold speakers accountable for inflammatory of
false rhetoric.39 The 500-recipient threshold is already used elsewhere in the Election Law,40 and
we believe it makes sense here.
Second, include generic references to political parties and issues of public importance in
proposed section 1-101(dd-2)(1)(III). Many of the ads deployed by Russian operatives in 2016,
including some of those deployed in Maryland, did not make specific reference to any candidate
or ballot question, but instead discussed issues of public importance. Such ads, like ads targeted
to relatively small numbers of people, should at least be included in the public files maintained
by platforms. Under federal law, the public “political file” requirements that television and radio
broadcasters must follow include all political ads and ads concerning issues of public
importance.41 A similar requirement is in the federal Honest Ads Act.42 We believe a parallel
requirement makes sense here.
Third, include online ads with production costs of at least $5000 in proposed section 1101(dd-2)(1)(I). Social media websites like Facebook and YouTube allow content to be shared
36
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widely for free. Political operatives can spend significant amounts to produce a slick video, then
share it without paying the platform anything. To capture this spending, ads that cost $5000 or
more to produce (the minimum reporting threshold for electioneering communications43) should
qualify as Online Political Advertisements even if posted for free. Section 13-307 governing
electioneering communications should also be amended to make clear that “disbursements”
counting towards the reporting thresholds include money spent on ad production as well as ad
placement.
We also urge you to consider adding use of a candidate’s voice in the definition of “clearlyidentified” in proposed section 1-101(dd-2)(2), with a conforming amendment to the definition
of “electioneering communication” in section 13-307(a)(3)(iii). Federal law is silent with respect
to this issue, on which the Federal Election Commission (FEC) has deadlocked.44 In our view,
use of a candidate’s voice in an ad does “clearly identify” a candidate, and should be expressly
covered.
2. Section 13-236.1
We also strongly support HB-981’s extension of prohibitions on campaign spending by foreign
nationals to foreign-influenced corporations. We do, however, recommend three key changes to
these provisions.
First, change the definition of “foreign-influenced corporation” in proposed section 13236.1(a)(2). The current definition covers any “corporation at least 5% of which is owned by
foreign nationals.” This formulation would create compliance challenges for publicly-traded
corporations that cannot easily determine how many of their direct and indirect shareholders at a
given time are not U.S. citizens or permanent residents.
We recommend replacing this language with definitional language from federal legislation
introduced by Congressman Jamie Raskin.45 Congressman Raskin’s bill defines a “foreigninfluenced corporation” to include, among other categories, corporations at least five percent of
whose voting shares are owned or controlled by a foreign government or entity or individual
connected to it; at least twenty percent of whose voting shares are owned by any other foreign
national; or whose decision-making processes (overall or with respect to election-related
activities) with respect to the United States46 are controlled at least in part by one or more foreign
nationals. By limiting the triggering percentage to cases in which a single entity owns, in the
very least, five percent or more, the bill minimizes the compliance burden; publicly-traded
corporations are already required to report purchases of five percent or more, along with the
buyer’s citizenship, to the Securities and Exchange Commission within 10 days of the
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purchase.47 This definition is more precise and, in our view, adequate to accomplish HB-981’s
goal of preventing foreign interference in Maryland elections.
Second, make sure LLCs are included. We urge inclusion of express language that limited
liability companies (LLCs), which are hybrid entities typically set up to obtain certain tax
benefits while retaining the benefit of the corporate form, count as corporations for purposes of
this provision. There is evidence that LLCs are increasingly being used in political spending.48
LLCs can generally be organized with little more than an anonymous name like “ABC LLC,” a
post office box, and a bank account, effectively masking the origin of any funds.49 LLC spending
in federal elections increased by almost fifty percent in 2016 relative to 2012.50 Investigations
outside the electoral context have also documented the use of LLCs to obscure foreign ownership
of U.S. assets.51
Third, add a “reasonable efforts” requirement for those who sell political ads. The federal
Honest Ads Act would require broadcasters, cable and satellite providers, and online platforms to
“make reasonable efforts to ensure that [independent expenditures and electioneering
communications] made available by such station, provider or platform are not purchases by a
foreign national, directly or indirectly.”52 We recommend adding a similar requirement to HB
981. This would require providers to, for example, give extra scrutiny to purchases by credit card
where there is a foreign billing address.53 Online platforms like Google could also screen ads
purchased from foreign IP addresses. Such techniques would not prevent all prohibited ad
purchases by foreign nationals, but they would at least screen out the most obvious violations.
3. Section 13-307(a)(3)
Two additional conforming changes should be made to the definition of “electioneering
communication” in section 13-307(a)(3)(i).
First, the provision as currently drafted does not specify how many people an online political
advertisement needs to reach to qualify as an electioneering communication. We recommend
adding online political advertisements to the list of communications in subsection 3(B) that must
reach at least 5000 people to qualify, since they are more analogous to the other forms of
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communication listed in that subsection (such as e-mail and text blasts and mass mailings) than
they are to the television and radio communications covered by subsection 3(A).
Second, for avoidance of any doubt, we recommend clarifying that the media exception in
section 13-307(a)(3)(ii)(2) applies to news stories disseminated over the web or in print. This
could be accomplished by conforming the language of this subsection to that in section 13306(a)(6)(ii)(1) dealing with “public communications.”
4. Proposed Section 13-403.1
Finally, we strongly support the policy of requiring businesses that sell online ads to make
information about political ads available in a public file, as HB 981 does. We recommend
strengthening the bill’s relevant provisions as follows:
First, require public files to be online. Platforms may not have offices in Maryland, making
physical inspection infeasible. And internet companies should have the expertise to build easyto-access online databases. The database should be machine readable so that members of the
public can easily download the data for analysis. The law should also make clear how frequently
platforms are required to update the database (at least quarterly).
Second, require public files to contain more information. In addition to the information
currently required (the advertiser’s name and the cost), there should also be public access to the
name of the candidate and office sought, ballot issue, or party or issue referenced; how the ad’s
audience was targeted; and what dates the ad ran.
Third, expand the 48-hour reporting requirement. The 48-hour report that would be required
by proposed Section 13.403.1(B) should be strengthened to include all the information required
for the public file, not just the ad and the cost. Including information about the spender, election,
and targeting will make the reports most useful to law enforcement investigations of potential
violations of the ban on election spending by foreign nationals.
Fourth, consider adding a safe harbor. We recommend consideration of a safe harbor provision
that would allow platforms to keep some identifying information out of the public file in cases
where an ad buyer presents credible evidence (subject to review by the Board of Elections) that
disclosure will likely subject them to “threats, harassment, or reprisals.”54
Legislative language embodying most of these recommendations can be found in the federal
Honest Ads Act and a bill proposed by New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo.55
5. Authority Line Provisions
In addition to the above-referenced changes to the public file requirement, we further
recommend requiring platforms that allow online political advertisements to be republished by
other users (e.g., “sharing” on Facebook and “retweeting” on Twitter) ensure that the “authority
line” disclaimer required under section 13-401 remain visible when the ad is republished by
users. This is needed to ensure that audiences that only see the republished version will still be
54
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informed as to who is responsible for the ad. For example, Facebook should be required to
ensure that “paid for by” disclaimers appear on political ads no matter who they are shared by, or
how many times.
***
With these amendments, HB 981 will be an important step in closing loopholes that have
undermined campaign transparency in Maryland and left state elections vulnerable to foreign
interference. With Election Day little more than eight months away, and the near certainty that
foreign powers will continue to look for ways to interfere with campaigns in Maryland and
across the nation, the time to act is now. We commend the Committee for taking up this
important matter and urge HB 981’s prompt passage by the full House of Delegates.
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